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Minutes of the first meeting of Inter-Ministerial Standing Committee (lMSC) held on
08.03.2017 to address the issues of Capital Goods Sector

The first meeting of Inter-Ministerial Standing Committee (IMSC) to address the issue
of Capital Goods Sector, was held on 08.03.2017 under the chairmanship of Secretary, Heavy
Industry. The list of participants is annexed.

2. The terms of reference of the Committee include deliberating and reviewing the Public
Procurement Guidelines, addressing the issue of import of 2nd hand Capital Goods (CG) and
reviewing the Inverted Duty Structure in the CG Sector.

3. While welcoming the Group, Chairman asked the gathering about their frequency on
holding of the IMSC meeting. The Group desired that this meeting should be held in every
quarter.

4. Director (HE&MT), Smt. Ritu Pande made a presentation on the issues received from
the Industry and the same were discussed. The various issues in respect of each of the three
agenda items were discussed:-

4.1 First agenda item on Public Procurement Guidelines included issues of non-
uniform procurement policy and qualifying criteria for vendors, non-level playing field
between domestic and foreign players, not accounting exchange rate variation in tender
conditions, selection of LI bidder without taking into account life cycle cost, prior supply
conditions, longer payments cycles, fixed and firm prices till project completion.

4.1.1 Mr Krishankumar, SIEMENS and representative of FICCI Capital Goods Committee
mentioned that there is a disparity in guarantee, warrantee and payment terms and conditions
which lead to the locking of working capital. He stated that even different offices of same
PSUs have different terms and conditions. He requested that there should be an Independent
Arbitration Tribunal in line with the New Arbitration Act, instead of the current practice in
most PSUs where they maintain panel of their own Arbitrators and ask the contractor to
choose from the panel. He also discussed about the payment terms stating that the payment
terms vary from one utility to another and that only 5 % of payment should be linked to
commissioning and the advance paid should be interest free.

4.1.2 Chairman stated that Public Procurement Policy is being revised by the Government.
Group of Secretaries have already given their recommendation for promoting domestic
manufacturing in the country. Commerce Secretary has been requested to draft the policy in
this regard on which Ministry of Finance would give their comments. In such a policy, value
edition within the country will be given a push. Also the issue of giving "Letter of Credit" to



domestic manufacturers shall be considered under this proposed policy, so that a push is given
to "Make in India".

4.1.3 Shri Sunil Mishra, representative from IEEMA mentioned that while they are getting
positive response from the Central Government, such response is not received from the State
Government. He mentioned that after the Central Government, state utilities are the major
buyers and they are facing issues of procurement with state utilities. He further requested for
support from DHI and Ministry of Power for holding regional meetings on metro locations
along with regional utilities wherein they requested the support from.

4.1.4 Shri Chetan Bijesure, Director FICCI informed that a Committee chaired by Dr.
Arvind Pangariya, Chairman, NITI Aayog is also looking into the issue of discrimination
between Foreign and Indian vendors.

4.1.5 Shri Sanjay, Director, Department of Expenditure informed that new General
Financial Rules have already been brought out by the Central Government which provides for
"life cycle cost".

4.1.6 Representative from Honeywell raised the issue of "fixed time fixed cost" provision
which leads to a situation wherein a larger amount of vendors' money gets blocked, with
delay in projects. She mentioned that specifically in case of Oil & Gas Projects payment
should be linked up with milestones and scope should not be increased midway, without any
financial consideration. She stated that Defence Procurement Policy has addressed the issue to
some extent. However, same should be done for public procurement in Oil & Gas Sector
also.

4.1.7 Shri Nand Kumar, representative from PPMAI mentioned that large amount of cost is
blocked under Bank Guarantees, sometimes to the tune of 50-90% of the project cost. He
also stated that there is a need to define "Indian Company". He further mentioned that in order
to promote value addition in the country, Government Departments/ Public Sector companies
shall be encouraged to have bid evaluation criteria based on a matrix mark system
encompassing some of the vital requirements that an Indian registered company needs to
commit; which will help realization of 'Make in India', 'Skill India' and 'Start-up India'. He
further stated that since 50% of the procurement is handled by Central Public Sector units;
implementation of GFR 2017 by Central Public Sector units also should be ensured. He also
raised the issue of clearly defining of contracts liabilities and all liabilities of whatsoever
nature arising from the contract, shall not exceed the value of the contract. He further raised
the issue of present system of specifying Proven Track Record (PTR) which is an Entry
Barrier for the new entrants/ start ups to sell their products as they will not be able to get the
PTR specified by the PSUs. He suggested that development orders should be given for trial
installation (this should be a normal practice without having a specific enquiry/ requirement)
and India developed Products shall be accepted for non-critical applications without proven
track record. He added that large Corporate / Navratna / Mini Ratna Companies should be
encouraged to function as ANCHOR Companies for Micro and Small industries.



4.1.8 Mr. Balgi, representative from Plastic Machinery Manufacturers' Association
mentioned that in Plastic Machinery Sector, generally the companies are subsidiaries of
foreign companies and they have contributed to the growth of plastics in the country and even
export of plastic machinery to other countries from India. There should not be any
discrimination and even the wholly owned subsidiaries of foreign companies manufacturing
in India should not be discriminated against.

4.1.9 Mr Kuldip Goel, Vice President, Larsen & Toubro Limited and representing FICCI
Capital Goods Committee mentioned that the new proposed Price Purchase Preference Policy
have lowered the domestic contents, though these capabilities have already been achieved in
the country. Further, Price Purchase Preference Policy should be implemented fast. He
further stated that shallow and deep water exploration is a new area wherein there are no
domestic players and therefore, encouragement should be given to the domestic players for
exploration in deep water. He mentioned that the proposed purchase preference policy of oil
and gas sector is not applicable for Deepwater/ HP-HT for the time being.

Ms Anuradha, Director Ministry of Petroleum and Natural Gas informed that a thorough
review was done, based on which the draft preference policy has been framed and the same is
going to be finalised shortly.

5.1.10 Mr Ambu, Director General of IMTMA mentioned that Machine Tools should be
considered under defence offset. Further, prior supply condition which limits innovation in
the sector, should be removed and the concept of development contract should be
implemented. In general requests emanated from the participants that Capital Goods should
qualify for inclusion within the ambit of Defence Offset.

5.1.11 Representative of Railway Board mentioned that they have already considered
electronics under their policy of development contracts and they can consider expanding the
same in other sectors as still 30% of their requirement is met from import. He also informed
the Group that they are considering for letter of credit for domestic players / incorporating
exchange rate variation clause in the offset policy.

5.1.12 Representative from INGERSOL mentioned that there is a need to continuously
upgrade the technical specification in Government/ PSU tenders, which is sometimes very
outdated. CMD, BHEL responded that they review their technical specifications on yearly
basis. CMD BEML stated that this is over stated and the specifications in the Government are
not that outdated.

5.1.13 Representative from FISME mentioned that tenders for Public Procurement were
available on different websites and sometimes they are available only on that Public Sector's
Website. There is no single common website where all the Government / PSUs tenders are
mandated to be uploaded. Mr Sanjay, Director, Department of Expenditure informed that the
requirement of publishing of the tenders on the "Indian Trade Journal" has been dispensed



with. Now, it is mandatory to publish all the tenders on Central procurement and e-market
place. And in case there is specific case of violation by a Public Sector Enterprise, same can
be brought to the notice of Department of Expenditure.

5.1.14 Representative from FISME mentioned that even for ordinary items, there is a "prior
supply condition" and sometime the standard required by different PSU s are different from
the standards specified by BIS like in case of a particular welding system requirement by
Railway. Member, Railway Board mentioned that such cases may be brought to their notice
so that they can examine as to how far the requirement can be reconciled, with the standards
specified.

5.1.15 Representative from FISMI raised the issue of interpretation of the CEA notification,
issued based on DHI's recommendations in respect of third party verification of the foreign
joint venture partner of the Indian firm. Representative from Ministry of Power stated that
some kind of third party verification would be required. However, the issue can be looked
into afresh by them.

5.1.16 Representative from SIEMENS mentioned that long terms sustainabi1ity of Sector
should be looked into while framing the procurement policies especially for reverse auction.
Though reverse auction option is good for the Industry but since every Ministry is following
the different pattern, there is confusion. It would be better that some general guidelines are
issued. However international reverse auction option system has worked for basic equipments
but not for design based equipments.

5.1.17 JS, Ministry of Steel informed that they are putting up a Cabinet Note shortly for
giving preference to local value edition while procuring the steel products.

5.1.18 Smt. Ratika, Jain, Cll mentioned that though the PMA policy IS available for
electronic sector, the implementation of the same is very poor.

Shri Sanjay, Director, Department of Expenditure informed that for the first time reverse
auction option has been introduced in the new GFR and the same can be improved upon,
based on the feedback from the industry.

5.2 INVERTED DUTY STRUCTURE

5.2.1 The 2nd agenda point on inverted duty was discussed thereafter. The issue of duty
inversion due to FTAs leading to routing of the products through 3rd country was raised
specially in Plastic Machinery Manufacturing.

5.2.2 Representative from Tariff Commission mentioned that they have received request for
examining the Inverted Duty Structure in Machine Tools, Textile Machinery, Process Plant
and Plastic Machinery. However, request from other sectors are yet to be received. He
requested the associations should co-operate in submitting the representative data from the



Industry. Response from the Industry is not forthcoming and therefore due to the lack of
desired sample size, they are not able to give the report. He agreed to revisit the data sought
by them in case Industry finds it difficult to provide the same. They express their willingness
to sit with the Industry and modify their requirement, wherever possible.

5.2.3 Issue of inverted duty was also raised by representative of IEEMA and Shri
Rajendran, President TMMA. Members form the Industry mentioned that Capital Goods
Sector has de-grown in the past one year and we need to really give a boost to the Sector.

5.3 SECOND HAND IMPORTS

5.3.1 Director, HE&MT remarked that there is not much representation from the Industry.
However, representative from Plastic Machinery mentioned that 18% of the machinery used
in the country for Plastic Machinery Sector is through second hand imports, which gives a
serious threat to "Make in India". He also stated that their case has been supported by Tariff
Commission and their report in this regard has already been forwarded to DHI.

Consultant, Sushil Lakra informed that such a report has not been received and requested
them to resend the report, so that DHI can take further action.

6. JS, HE&MT mentioned that any representation lissue involving resolution through
different Ministries can be flagged in the Meeting.

The Meeting ended with vote of thanks to the Chair.
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List of Participants in the First Meeting of the "Inter-Ministerial Standing Committee
(IMSC) for Development of Capital Goods Industry"held on 8.3.2017

S.No. Name and Department / Contact No. E-Mail Address
Designation Ministry

IOrganization
l. N.K Balgi PMMAI 9825097521 N K Balgi@Mi1cron.com

n k balgi@mi1cron.com

2. Anu Chaudhary PMMAI 8527736999 anu@.Qmmai.org

3. Mallikavjun Javali Ingersoll Rand 9810590687 mallikavjunjavali@ivco.co
m

4. Tilak Raj Datta NTPCLTD. 9650999974 trdatta@ntQc.co.in

5. K. Sudhakar NTPCLTD. 9650992016 ksudhakar(a{ntQc.co.in

6. Aditi Sharma FICCI 9891292425 aditi.sharma@ficci.com

7. Chetan Bijesure FlCCI 9810481842 chetan. bi jesure@ficci.com

8. P.K. upadhyay Tariff 9934013470 QkuQadhyay.icoas@nic.in
Adviser Commission

9. NandakmarK PPMAI 9821042703 nandakumark@chemtools.c
om

10. R. K. Jena, Adviser CEA. Ministry 9932357334 rk.jena@gov.in
of Power

11. A. K. Sinha, NTPC, Delhi 9650991369 aksinhaof@ntQc.co.in'
Executive Director
(Engineering)

12. Lakshman, Siemens 8826533355 lakshman.singh@siemens.c
Siemens om

13. Saugata Siemens 9833066994 saugata. chakrovarty@siem
Chakrovarty ens.com

14. Yolynd Lobo Honeywell 9717055166 yolynd.lobo@honeywell.co
m

15. A. Kumar Ingersoll Rand 8800353008 ambush.kumar@irco.com
16. Seema Gupta, cn 9871691183 seema. gUQta@gov.in

Director
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17. Mahesh Chandra Railway Board 9717647812 m.chandra64@gov.in

18. Sachin Kumar Textile 9342599520 Sachin@tmmaindia.net
Machinery
Manufacturers'
Association (I)

19. R. Rajendra Chairman, 8144921201 RAJENDRAN.R@LMW.C
Textile OM.IN
Machinery
Manufacturers
Association (I)

20. S. Krishnaswamy TMMA 9717019444 imwde1@vsnt.net

2l. Anuradha chugh Ministry of 9818817535 Anu.chugh@nic.in
Petrolium and
Nationl Gas

22. D. Ratnam Singh MOPNG 9958210174 dratnamsingh@gmail.com

23. R.K. Khanna MOD/OFB, 9412053480 rkkhanna.ofb@nic.in
OFBNDO

24. B.B.Patel DDP/MOD 23014744 osdQrod.ddQ@nic.in

25. Sanjay Prasad JS, DDP 9412220000 .Qrasadsa@nic.in

26. A. KGoel DGRS 9650120000 goel 2000@yahoo.com
Railway Board

27. Nandlal, D1PP 9868053420, Nand.lal@nic.in
Consultant 23061085

28. B.S. Bhalla, JS Deptt. Of 23062660
Commerce

29. Naveen Kumar HEC 9312635756 nks@hecltd.com
Singh CTO

30. K.K. Tiwari, DHI 23062622 kktiwari@nic.in
LA.

3l. Sushil Lakra, DHI 23061280 slakra@nic.in
Consultant

32. Umesh Dixit, BFWLtd. 9313789300 Umeshdixit@bfw.co.in
DGM-MKTG Delhi

33. RKchugh IEEMA 9810103621 rk.chugh@siemens.com
IEEMA Executive
Council Member

34. Sudeep Sarkar, IEEMA 9810805905 sudee12.sarkar@ieema.org
Director

35. Jaikant Singh Addl. DGFT 9810852233 jaikant.&@nic.in

36. Subrata Biswa BHEL 8527050066 biswas@bhel.in

37. Atul Sobti BHEL 26001001 asobti@bheLin
CMD
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38. Deepak Hota, BEML 8861542542 066@beml.co.in
CMD

39. v. Anbu IMTMA 9008932660 anbu@,imtma.in
40. Ku1dip Goel, L&T 910070109 ku1di:g.goe1@1arsentoubro.c

Vice President om
&Head Delhi

4l. Ratika Jain cn 9910016643 ratika. jain@cii.in
ED Manufacturing

42. Paresh Mathur NTPC 966655509932 :gmathur@nt:gc.co.in
14

43. S.D.Giri BFWLTD. 01125522210 bfwde1hi@bfw.co.in

44. Debashis FISME 9313115123 debashis@fisme.org.in

45. Rohit Sharma, JCB India Ltd. 9910549999 Rohit-sharma@job.com
AVP JCB India
Ltd.

46. Vasundhra chopra cn 9811320981 vasundhra.cho:gra@cii.in

47. PawanKumar BEMLLtd. 9930509085 delhi@rm.beml.co.in

48. R. S. Chopra BEMLLtd. 9868251231 vsc. bem1@gmail.com

49. Srinjoy Das, IMTMA 0124-4014101, srinjoy@imtma.in
Director & Head - 9560333553
Northern Region

50. P. J. Mohanram, IMTMA 9886331677 mohanram@imtma.in
Senior Advisor Bangalore

51. N. M. Gupta, NTPCLTD 9650991162 nmgu:gta@nmc.co.in
Gen. Manager

52. Sandeep Keshav, BIS 9582005819 med@bis.org.in
Scientist-B

53. S. K. Kassi, Min. of Power 9968105120 sajeev kassi@yahoo.com
Director Min. of
Power

54. R Krishnakumar Siemens Ltd. 9820664145 r.krishnakumar@siemens.c
om

55. Mr. Padma Ganesh, Deptt. Of 9873249125 £.ganesh15@gov.in
Deputy Secy. Commerce

56. H. S. Bisht M/oMSME 9818192870 hsbishtmsme@gmai1.com
Director

57. Sanjay Aggarwal Deptt. Of 23094961 Sanjay.aggarwa168@nic.in
Director (PPD) Expenditure
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